
SEPRO BLACKHAWK CONE CRUSHERS

Development
Cone crushers have been available to aggregate producers and mineral 
processors for many years however there were several issues with the 
cone crushers on the market.

      The vast majority were for very large projects

      The few small crushers available lacked modern features

      Smaller crushers had lower energy efficiency

      Most were not suitable for difficult applications

Sepro’s research and development team heavily invested time and 
resource into developing a innovative cone crusher that overcame all of 
the issues, the industry faced. After the first iteration of the Blackhawk 
Cone Crusher, our R&D team didn’t stop there, they went on to develop 
an even more powerful cone crusher - the Blackhawk 100 Cone Crusher. 

Features

      Draws significantly more power than other cone crushers  
          with the same footprint

      Designed for small to medium projects

      Contains an anti-spin mechanism making it ideal for   
          difficult applications

      High capacity for a smaller head diameter (690mm/27in)

      High horsepower of 90kW (125hp)

      Suitable for mobile crushing applications

      Variable speed drive included

      Readily available spare parts

      Small footprint

      Fast delivery schedule

      Team of Sepro experts available for installation,       
          commissioning, automation and training.

Applications

Speak to one of our worldwide experts 
www.seprosystems.com/contact-us

Mining
The Blackhawk 100 can be used 
for ball mill feed and for pebble 
crushing. It can work on a variety 
of mineral recovery plants. There 
is a variable speed drive package to 
optimize the speed of the machine 
to the given liner profile, feed and 
production conditions. 

Find Out More
To find out more about the Sepro 
Blackhawk 100 Cone Crusher speak to one 
of our product experts across the world. 

Visit seprosystems.com

Aggregates
The Blackhawk 100 Cone Crusher is 
ideal for concrete, asphalt and 
mining haul roads. The different 
feed openings mean that it can also 
be used as a secondary or tertiary 
crusher. The feed opening can vary 
from 105mm for fine materials and 
142 for coarse applications.


